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One Belt One Road and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road
September 7th 2013
Xi Jinping , on its visit to Astana Kazakhstan's Nazarbayev
University, annouced the Initiative One Belt One Road

On its speech “Promote People-to-People Friendship and Create a Better
Future” he annouced it:
“To forge closer economic ties, deepen cooperation and expand

development space in the Eurasian region, we should take an
innovative approach and jointly build an `economic belt´ along the
Silk Road".
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Belt & Road
The Belt - New Inland Silk Road
The Belt will include in the north of China
development areas moving to Duisburg in Europe
stretching arms to integrate 6 economic
development corridors including link s to Myanmar
and to India;
6 economic development corridors in Asia – hubs of
cooperation platforms with inland distribution logistic
networks, infrastructures and industrial parks.

In 2020 China will need to import
66% of its needs in energy
consumption
Economic integration of important
energy and commodities supplier
countries in Asia like Turkmenistan,
Kazakhstan
and
Uzbekistan,
Pakistan and Russia with China
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One Belt One Road and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road

October 2nd 2013
Xi Jinping on its visit to
Indonesia announced the
21st - Century Maritime Silk
Road

“China will strengthen maritime cooperation with ASEAN countries to make
good use of the China-ASEAN Maritime Cooperation Fund set up by the Chinese
government and vigorously develop maritime partnership in a joint effort to
build the Maritime Silk Road of the 21st Century” ,

Xi Jinping speech to Indonesian

Parliament
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Belt & Road
21st Century Maritime Silk Road
The 21st- Century Maritime
Silk Road begins in the
South of China and goes till
Duisburg.
Since ancient times, Southeast Asia has
been an important hub along the
historical "maritime silk road", a
commercial route on which China sold
its silk and other commodities to other
countries. China Daily, October 4th 2013.
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Belt & Road
• President Xi Jinping structured its
global diplomatic action on this initiative
International relations analysts focus
• China geopolitical securitization in the Region
- China securitization of energetic sources and other resources.
- China military and safety defense securitization
- Geographic securitization

But this initiative scope is wider has also a very strong focus on
global geoeconomy and extends its objetives to peoples to peoples
bonds
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Belt & Road
“The initiative will enable China to further expand and deepen its opening-up,
and to strengthen its mutually beneficial cooperation with countries in Asia,
Europe and Africa and the rest of the world”.
Vision and Actions in Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road

March 2015, NDRC and MOFCOM

A new globalization dynamic that will change the world

The globalization dimension which China wants to reach will change
the present geoeconomy and the world relations among nations.
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Belt & Road
China´s Vision
“The global economy has remained
sluggish for quite some time. The gap
between the poor and the rich and
between the South and the North is
widening” Xi Jiping Davos 2017

• 3 causes were identified:
- Lack of driving forces for the global growth
- Inadequate economic global governance
- Uneven global.

By being the 2nd World
Economy China feels that
has Global Responsibilities'
and the moral obligation to
actively contribute to a new
conceptual model of world
economic development.
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Belt & Road
But also domestic economic problems in China are
appointed as explanations to B&R;
•
•
•
•
•
•

economic downturn,
high voltage on economic growth,
massive liquidity applied in speculative economy,
housing bubble,
excess capacity in the industrial sector (mainly linked to construction)
nonperforming bank loans.

Vision: Create a way for countries interconnect their
development
strategies, complementing its competitive
REDUZIR DESPERDICIOS DE ENERGIA
advantages.
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China and the World are Interdependent
China Economic Model Evolution
1979 - Reform and Open Door
Policy Objectives:
Industrialization,
Urbanization,
GDP growth through Integration
of Global Value Chains in China
Attract FDI Export Oriented

According to the Word Bank
in the first 38 years of China
Economic Reform took 700
million people out poverty
line in China at same time
benefiting the Global South
economy who become its
big supplier of resources

Output- China grew at two digits with rapid industrialization and
urbanization .
Chinese SOEs invested abroad to secure sources of raw materials
and energy
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China and the World are Interdependent
China Economic Model Evolution
New Normal Growth China´s
economic main objectives:
• China´s economic development
sustainability
• Reduce inequality
• Avoid middle income trap
• Per capita income grow
• Reduce pollution
• Energetic securitization
• Lead Global Value Chains through
OFDI in M&A

Chinese OFDI focus more on
sectors based on industrial and
agricultural
technology,
machinery, information and
communication,
new
materials,
clean
energy
technology, consumer brands,
commercial services wholesale,
retail and financial institutions.
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China Global Value Chain Model
Middle East and Far East and Africa
Main Resources Suppliers

China Main Global
Producer

EU Main Region of High
Quality Consumption

Value Chain of High Potencial
How to Coordinate the Different
Economies along the One Belt
One Road?

China should try to link the initiative
with the development strategies of
the involved countries
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Belt & Road
• This initiative now encompasses nearly 70 countries
with a population of over 4.8 billion people.
• It covers economies worth a total sum of US$ 21
trillion, accounting for 62 % of the world’s GDP

• 65 % and of global land
• 30% of maritime-based economic production.
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Main Drivers
 Policy coordination,

 Facilities connectivity,
 Unimpeded trade,

 Financial integration,
 People to people bonds.

Ex:
Promotion of cultural and academic
exchanges (China offers 10,000 scholarships to
students of route countries every year), media
cooperation, cooperation between youth
organizations and women, tourist promotion,
weeks of TV, art festivals, movies, voluntary
services, among others.
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Belt & Road

The objectives stated by the Vision Paper
Recovery of the global economy;
 Better use of resources;
Increase connectivity between China and the countries of Asia, Europe and Africa;
 Increase market integration and construction of a multipolar world;
 Increase application of information technologies;
 Investments in infrastructure, transport, maritime cooperation and energy in the
Asian region ;
Increase coordination of development strategies among countries included in the
One Belt One Road project;
 Increase trade, investment and consumption;
 Create demand and employment opportunities
Improve cultural exchanges and communication between the various people.
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Financing Belt & Road
China allocated huge amount of resources to
this initiative:
 New Silk Road Fund was created with US$ 40
billion to promote private investment over the
Belt & Road, announced more $14.5 bn
 Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank with a
capital that is expected to reach US$ 100 bn.
This bank was constituted in 2015 by 57
founder countries and has an initial capital of
US$ 50 bn. (now around 80 countries join)
 China Development Bank, a Chinese state
bank has declared its intention to invest US$
900 bn in the initiative . Announced more
$36.5 bn
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Financing Belt & Road
• Recent estimates appoint to $4 to $8 trillion will be required to fully
implement B&R
• China is beginning to realise that the funding requirements of B&R
exceeds its capacity to finance it.
• China has committed $29 bn in loans up to date and is now mobilising
multilateral development banks and private sector funding.
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Financing Belt & Road
• 19th EU - China Summit in Brussels June 2017 outlines new strategic
cooperation to support equity investment across Europe.

• European Investment Fund and the Silk Road Fund signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to create the China-EU Co-Investment Fund To further develop
synergies between Belt & Road initiative and the Investment Plan for Europe,
the so-called "Juncker´s Plan”

•

Once operational the China-EU Co-Investment Fund is expected to provide
EUR 500 million, jointly backed by the European Investment Fund and the Silk
Road Fund, to support equity investment.
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Financing Belt & Road

Partner to invest

$150 bn
$100 bn

in Infrastructures

in Africa , Feb
20th 2018 FT

Africa needs about $150 bn a year to finance
infrastructures.

650 million people in Africa are without
access to electricity
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OFDI and Belt & Road
•

TOP TEN
RECIPIENTS OF
CHINESE OFDI

VALUE
$USbn
20002017

VALUE
$USbn
2017

US

138.8

28.8

SWITZERLAND

58.7

44.6

UK

50.1

20.8

CANADA

47.2

1.3

GERMANY

24.3

1.9

ITALY

16.2

1

FRANCE

15.2

1

NETHERLANDS

10.9

3.9

wholesale and retail, and information

FINLAND
PORTUGAL

7.8
7.6

0.1
0.3

technology.

Baker & Mckenzie (January 2018)

Chinese OFDI dropped 29.4% in 2017 to $120
bn, partly to tighter restrictions on capital
outflows.

•

In August 2017 State Council announced
restrictions on OFDI in areas like real estate,

hotels, cinemas, and entertainment.

•

Investment in 2017 mainly went to leasing

and commercial services, manufacturing,
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The Outbound investment in countries involved in the Belt
& Road Initiative in 2017 total US$14.4 bn accounted for
12% of the total OFDI and raised 8.5% in 2017
Out of all contractors
participating in Chinesefunded projects,
• 89% are Chinese
• 7.6% are local
• 3.4% are foreign

Out of the contractors
participating in projects funded
by the multilateral development
banks,
• 29% are Chinese
• 40.8% are local
• 30.2% are foreign
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Chinese and European Complimentarity
• Chinese companies are
competitive in the construction
and transport sector.
• The Chinese government clearly
sets the strategy and focus of the
initiative, employing a dealsbased model as opposed to a
rules-based model to implement
B&R projects.

•

European companies, including SMEs,
are world leaders in developing
environmentally friendly, resourceefficient, and sustainable products and
building materials.

•

Besides the construction and transport
sectors, infrastructure developments
open up a number of opportunities for a
number of service sectors including
banking, consulting, insurance, digital
and legal services.

European Barriers
Lack of information and transparency surrounding the B&R.
European companies have largely been unable to find information on how to get
involved unless they have been approached directly by a Chinese consortium.
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Portugal and B&R
• We believe that Portugal positioned at the Center of the
Atlantic Maritime Road has an essential role to play in jointly
build B&R in Europe, Africa and Latin America.
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Make full use of Portuguese and Chinese Advantages
optimize strenghens
Portuguese
advantages

Chinese
advantages

High and new technology industry

Relatively mature processing
market and technology

Port facilities, shipping center and
logistics services in Europe

Economies of scale

Industrial pattern which takes service
as leading industry

An expanding consumer market
600 million middle class in 2020

High-level labor resources

Financial capital and
financial markets

Some forestry, agricultural , fishing
and mineral resources

Rich in natural resources

Integration in Euro Zone and EU
market. More than 500 m. consumers
Portuguese diaspora network
255 million people

Geographic location , cross roads of
Europe, America and Africa

Regional integration; China Asean
Free Trade Area 620 million people
CEPA – China, Hongkong, Macau
Chinese diaspora network
more than 60 million people, control
Business in ASEAN and other markets
Cost of production still competitive
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Portugal and B&R
Maritime Exclusive Economic Zone
Portuguese ocean nacional jurisdiction has an area of 1.727.408km2 and submit a
claim to UN to add to it more 2.500.000 km2, if accepted, it will have a geographic
size with a total 3.877.408km2

To this huge maritime dimension corresponds great challenges but also enormous opportunities
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Portugal and B&R
New Silk Road Future Partnerships Opportunities

“Blue Growth”
• Blue energy,
• Aquaculture,
• Tourism, sports, leisure
activities
• Maritime mineral resources
• Blue biotechnology
• Technologic start-ups of new
maritime economy
• Ocean´s environment protection

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Culture and communication
Education, science and technology
Ports, transports and logistics
Industrial parks
NLG infrastructures
New materials and technologies
Nanothecnology
Health cluster
Infrastuctures development in
African Portuguses Speaking
Countries
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Thank you
Fernanda Ilhéu
info@anrs.pt
fernandailheu@iseg.ulisboa.pt
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